KABLOONA
months before as she sat with her dog scraping skins in the ligbu
of her lamp, came up to me, put out her hand in a brusque
movement, and turned instantly away to be off with bowed
back to her igloo. Peace to thy ashes, Niakognaluk!
The first day out we ran into a blizzard, and I was lucky in
the company of Peruanna. Swifter than Shongili, he was no less
thorough in his building of an igloo, and he knew well enough
that the snowhouse might have to shelter us for some days
against this storm. Once the igloo was up, he ran round and
round outside, patting down the snow into the chinks with his
hand so that it would freeze hard and keep out the wind. Then
we stretched our sled-cover over the igloo and placed great
blocks of snow at its corners to hold it down. But the wind
howled all night, the sled-cover was blown loose, and it flapped
and snapped without ceasing in the night-long gale. Next
morning we moved aside the snow-block that filled the entry
and saw the storm pass before the porch where the dogs slept
buried in the snow. The wind drove us back into our lair and
we sealed ourselves up again as quickly as we could. During
this minute or two of investigation, the igloo had filled with a
fine powder.
We spent the day in our clothes, hoping from moment to
moment that the wind might die. My Eskimos dozed, their
arms across their chests, sleeves hanging empty, folded forward
over the iglerk like a pair of puppets. Storm meant to them
shelter; time meant nothing to them; their minds were at rest,
and they slept the sleep of the unwonied. I tried to do as they
did, but for a long time my mind stayed awake, and the best I
could achieve was to squat by a sack and hope we should not be
too long.
An afternoon in an igloo during a blizzard is another element
in Eskimo life the quality of which is hard to convey. It is time-
less. It is colourless. The mind is void of all thought and image.
A man cannot say if he is hot or cold. Is it three hours or is it
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